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Abstract

to the development
of appropriateprojectionoperators[5•
8]. Hierarchicbasisfunctions,which are constructedby

A parallel element-by-element,nultilevel strategy is devel- adding appropriate functions to the existing lower-degree
oped and applied to two nonlinear, coupledPDE system.•. polynomials,lead to matricesand vectorswhich are nested.
Spectral(p) finite elementsare usedto discretizethe
This may be a particularly suitable choice for multilevel
lems and the multilevel solution strategy uses projections methods, since the projections for hierarchic multilevel are
betweenbasesof differentdegree(level). The projection performedby merely truncating or appendinga part of the
methodsfor the p-multilevel schemesare developedand an- vectorat little or no computational
cost[9].
alyzed for Lagrangeand hierarchicbases.The approachis
Element-by-element strategies have proven to be effiimplemented in a parallel element-by-elementalgorithm, cient and scalablefor parallelization of finite element methwhich is particularly suitable for the spectral finite ele- odsusinggradientiterativesolvers[2, 3• 6• 7]. The basic
ment method. Results are presented for two candidate idea in the parallel EBE schemeis to avoid assemblingthe
nonlinear elliptic transport problems: the augmenteddriftsystem and instead perform matrix-vector and dot proddiffusionequationsof semiconductordevice modeling and ucts in parallel at the element level. All matrices and vecthe stream function-vorticity equations of incompressible tors are storedin elementformat, which meansthe memory
fluid dynamics.
is scalablewith the number of elements. Use of high-degree
polynomialsas the basesmakesthe element vectorslonger
Key words: spectral elements, multilevel method, driftand increasesthe ratio of calculation to communication by
diffusion equation.
increasingthe ratio of total degrees-of-freedomto element
boundary degrees-of-freedom.
AMS subject classifications: 65N30, 65N35, 65N55.
Moreover, in this approach, multilevel operations such
as residual calculation, restriction and prolongation can
1
Introduction
be confined to an element and hence are completely parallel. The only steps that require communication are the
Finite

element methods

in which the refinement

is accom-

plished by increasingthe degreep of the polynomial basis
can give superioraccuracyfor similar computationalwork
as compared to the more commonly used h refinement
schemes. However, the condition number of the matrix
deteriorates with increasingp. This motivates the need
for an effective preconditioner, and a multilevel schemein
which the basisdegreeservesas the grid level is a natural
choice. Such schemesmay also be easily parallelized.
In the finite element context, the variational statement
of the problem on the different grid levels leads naturally

smoothing(iteration) phaseand coarsegrid solves.A further advantage of spectral multilevel methods is that the
number

of elements

in the domain

remains

constant,

and

hencethe decompositionof the domain is fixed acrossgrid
levels. An important issue with parallel multilevel methods defined in this way is the ratio of communication to
calculation. Although this ratio may be small for the fine

level (high-degreebasis),on coarserlevelsit gets successively larger, and at some level the communication time
may dominate the total computational time.
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An alternative to refining the meshby making the element
size h smaller is to increasethe degreep of the polynomial
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basis. Use of high-p finite elements can give higher-order
accuracyfor the samenumber of grid points. For example,

the L 2 finite elementerrorestimatefor ellipticPDE's has
the form [1]
(1)

llell: C(p)h,

-- rain(r,p + 1)

95

as: Find Up• Sp with Up= g on OFtsuchthat

(5)

•(•,•)

= f(•)

W• • S•

with Vp- 0 on OFtp.Introducingthe finite elementexpansion and evaluatingthe integralsin (5) leads to a linear
system of the form

wherer is the regularityof the solution(u • H r) and p

(6)

Apup----bp

is the degree of the basis. For smooth solutions the con-

where p qnce again indicates the grid level. Now con-

vergence
rate with respectto h is then O(hp+l). If we

sidera m•dtilevelschemewhere(6) corresponds
to the fine

increasethe polynomial degree instead of decreasingthe
grid spacingwe get exponential convergenceof the error.
This rate is not achieved in the vicinity of a singularity
due to the local lack of regularity. In such regionsthe er-

grid system. Application of an iterative smoother to this

systemyieldsan approximation
Up and associated
error

ep-- Up-- Up. Substituting
thisinto(5), theerrorepis
specifiedby the residual equation

ror is O(h•) and, therefore,increasingp will not increase (7)
the rate beyondr. The optimal refinementstrategy should
be to decrease the element size h near a singularity, and
to increasethe degreep in smooth regions. Of course,we

can gradethe mesh(redistributethe grid) to clusternear
a singularityand then increasep uniformly[5].
One disadvantageof the p-type finite element method is
that the conditioning of the matrix deteriorates with increasingp. This deterioration is dependent on the type of
basis used. One way to counter this is to apply a preconditioner to the system. A p-type multilevel method may be
defined by using the degreeof the polynomial basisas the
grid level. The intergrid transfers can then be naturally
defined in terms of expansionsin the appropriate bases.
The analysis of a finite element Galerkin multilevel
scheme is best carried out in the variational setting. In
this way the Galerkin

statement

can be formulated

on each

grid level. and the consistencyof the projection operators
with

the finite

element

discretizations

on the

associated

grid levels is assured. The approachhere followsthat in

[5!. We proceedby considering
a representative
linear elliptic problem on a domain Ft with a boundary 0f•:

(2)
(3)

L(u) =f in Ft
u=g on OFt

where L denotes the differential operator. Applying the
method of weightedresidualsand integrating by parts, the
variational statement of the problem has the form: Find
• E H with u: g on OFt such that

(4)

a(u,v) = f(v)

Vv • H

a(½;,Up)-- •*(Up)forall Up• So
p

where

(s)

r*(Vp)= f(vp)-- a(ttp,Vp).

Next, introduce a coarsegrid level q such that Sq C Sp.

Sinceall Vqare in Sq and thus in Sp we can test against
the set of basesVq [5] so the solutionof (7) alsosatisfies
the property

(9)

a(e;,vq): r*(Vq)forall Vq• $•

wherer*(vq)= f(vq)- a(u•,Vq).Thissystem
isobviously
underdetermined,so we take the best (Galerkin) approxi*

*

mationeq• Sq to ep.Thatis.findeq• S• suchthat
(10)

*

a(eq,vq)-- r*(vq)forall Vq• S•

Substitutingthe finite elementexpansionin (10) yields
the coarselevel system for the error correction vector
*

(11)

Aqeq-- rq.

whereAq is computedby evaluatingthe bilinear form on
the space Sq and the right side vector defines a natural
projectionof the residualfrom Sp to Sq. More specifically.

(8) implies

(•2)
r*(•,•) = f(•,•) - •(•;, •).
Notethat thisrequires
the a(.,-) innerproductof u; and
•q.

As an illustration, consider the bilinear form for the
Laplacian

(13)

a(u,
v)=• Vu.
Vvdfi

Introducing
a polynomial
expansion
for u; andpolynowith v = 0 on 0[2. Here a(., .) denotesthe bilinearfuncmial
test
function
Vq
tional, f(.) is a linearfunctionaland H is the appropriate
spaceof admissiblefunctions. Introducing a finite element
discretization and a polynomial basisso that Sp C H, we
define the approximate variational problem on grid level p

Np

(14)

Up
* = •(* Up)j•j(x),
P Vq= •iq(x)
j=l
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P and•b•
q denotethe respective
basisfunctions
for
where(bj
$P and Sq. Upon s•5•stitution this yields
Np

=

and zeroat all othernodes,i.e. ½i(xj) = 6ij. It follows
that
Np

(22)

j----1

0•(xj): y•q'P•Prx• : m•jp

That is, the componentsof the projection matrix M q'pare
simply the valuesof the coarsegrid basis at the fine grid

Np

nodes.

Let this projection operator be denotedA q'p. Then

(16)

Ai•p

q

of the restrictionoperatorin (22). Then the fine grid correction is computedfrom the coarsegrid result according

so that (12) implies

to

Np

(17)
or in matrix

(•p)j
r*(•) ----f(•iq)-Z Aij
q'p
*
form

(18)

To completethe multilevelconceptin the variationalsetting, a prolongationoperator is neededwhich will project
the errorcorrectionin equation(11) to grid levelp. A natural choicefor the prolongationoperator is the transpose

(23)

*

ep= (Mq'p)Te;

As in the standard multigrid method, these error corrections are added to the approximate solution on the finer
level to obtain the correctedapproxinmtionand smoothed
by fine grid iteration.

r; = fq- Aq'Pu;

2.1
Hierarchic
bases and multilevel
Now, in the spirit of traditional multigrid methodson finite differencegrids, we can characterize the projection as
Hierarchic basis functions are constructed by adding the
the product of its componentparts: residualvector calcunext degreebasisfunction to an existing basisof lower delation (matrix multiplication)andprojectionto the coarser
gree. For example, a quadratic basis may be formed by
space.
adding a quadratic polynomial to an existing linear basis.
To illustratethisidea,let usexpandthetestfunction
The higher degreebasisthen explicitly containsthe lower
in the higher-dimensionalbasis. Then
degree basis. This implies that the finite element •natrix
Np
and vector contributions correspondingto the lower degree polynomialsare nested in the matrix and vector con(19)
•'q---Z 7•q'PrfiP
tributions for the higher degree polynomials. Similarly,
coarseningimplies simply deleting the appropriate rows
Substituting(19) into (17)
and columnsof the matrix. These properties are useful in
the multilevel context. However, the interpolation propNp
j•l

(•0)

Nr
j•l

--- • mv
• (%)
q'P*'P
j=l

erty 4>i(xj)= 5ij for Lagrangepolynomials
holdsonly for
the p = 1 basis.
The advantages of hierarchic bases become apparent
when we extend the previousmultilevel analysisto this set-

ting. The changeof basiscoefficientsin (19) for Lagrange
basesare simplifiedfor hierarchicsbecausethe basisfor the
spaceSq is explicitly containedin the basis for Sp. That

or in matrix

form

is,

(21)

rq
* = Mq'P(bp-Apu;): Mq'Pr;

(24)

½•=•

l_<i<_Nq

At this point we need to determine the actual values of

If we follow the same strategy as for the Lagrange ba-

mikq'pin order to be able to carry out the projection. The

sis,thenthe residualprojection
in (17) becomes
r*(O•) =
r*(½/p)for i = 1,2,..., Nq. That is, the components
of the

following analysisis for Lagrange bases. These baseshave
the interpolation property that the value of eachbasisfunction is one at the node correspondingto the basisfunction,

residual projection to the subspaceS q are precisely the

first Nq components
of the fine grid residual.Hence,only
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This form has two advantages.First, it mnphasizesthe fact
that the full residual need not be computed. Second,no
Similarly,the coarsegrid matrix Aq is now the leading intermediate correction needs to be projected and added
Nq x Nq minorof the finelevelmatrix Ap. HenceAq does to the fine level approximation. The computedcoarselevel
not need to be recomputed.
solutionfrom (31) is trivially insertedasthe first Nq comThe subspaceproblem for the error correction in $q ponents of the fine level solution vector.

the first Nq components
of the residualvectorneedto be
computed.

againhasthe formin (11). That is,

2.2

*

{25)

AqeS----rq.

Smoothing and correction

For reasons of convenienceand parallelization, a simple
*

In a twolevelscheme
thissystem
issolved
foreq. Thepro- point Jacobi schemeis the preferred smootherfor the muljectionof e• to the higherlevelspaceSp istrivialbecause tilevel scheme. Any smoother must efficiently damp the
of the explicit inclusionof the basis(recall (24)). Hence high frequency error modes on the respective grids. For
the correctedhigh level approximation is simply obtained

the relaxed Jacobi smoother, the relaxation parameter de-

by addingthe Nq components
of e• to the firstNq com- termines which frequenciesare damped more quickly than
ponents
of up. Thisnewapproximation
in Sp canthenbe others. If we assumethat we wish to eliminate the highest
*

iteratively smoothed and the cycle repeated.
We can expressthis alternatively by introducing the projection operator defined by

(26) (Ppq)ij-Sv

i=l,...,Nq,

j=l,...,Np.

ThenP• extractsthe firstNq components
of a vectorof
lengthNp. The problemon the coarsegrid can then be
expressedas

(27)

Aqeq

An alternative

tor for optimummultilevelsmoothing[8, 14]

(32)

(x, Ax)

•: ((x,Dx))-1

xvhereD is a diagonal matrix with Di, =Aii.
Since this relaxation

factor

•: is a function

of the matrix

A, it changeswith both the problem and the discretization. Hence the optimum relaxation needs to be repeatedly calculated for each decoupled equation matrix. This
value can be convenientlycalculated using a power series

Aqe5•- Ppq(bp-Apu;)

or after projection

(28)

frequency eigenmodecorrespondingto the leading eigenvalue of the discrete operator we obtain the relaxation fac-

method.
to the standard

error correction

method

Calculationof this eigenvalue
(or relaxationparameter)

in a power seriesschemegenerally requires 30-40 matrixdescribed above takes advantage of the nesting of the mavector multiplies. If this were done at each nonlinear ittricesand vectors[9]. Instead of computinga correction eration for each decoupled linear system, the cost would
and adding it to the existing approximation, one can diquickly become a significantpart of the total computarectly compute the corrected solution on the coarse level
tion and communicationtime. However, if the linear sysfiq = u(•+ ei. Morespecifically,
addingAqu• to eachside tem correspondingto a particular equation doesn't change
of (28) we have
enoughto significantlyalter this eigenvalueestimate over
several block iterations, then the calculation can be done
q
* + Aqu•.
(29)
Aqfiq- bq-- PpApup
infrequently, and the cost can be amortized over several
nonlinear
iterations. In practice, this is found to be the
and clearlycan solvethis systemto get Uq. Note alsothat
case
for
both
the augmented drift-diffusion and stream
the matrixAp andthe vectoru• canbe decomposed
into
function - vorticity equations. Hence the relaxation is only
blocks in the following fashion
recomputed every ten block iterations, or at the start of a
continuation step.
There are two main choicesfor a multilevel strategy apUpp

(30) Ap= ApqApp Up--

.

pliedto a linearsystem:a V (or W) cycle,or a full multi-

*

whereAq andUqarethe coarse
levelmatrixandsolution grid cycle.The full nmltigrid (FMV) cycleusesnesteditapproximation, respectively. Using this block decompo-

sition and the projectiondefinedin (26), equation(29)
simplifies to

(31)

*

Aq•Iq-- bq- Aqpupp.

eration to improvethe initial guesson the fine grid, hastening convergence. The strategy for solution of the nonlinear problem usesblock iteration and successive
approxima-

tions. Hence,at eachnonlinear(or block) iteration, there
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possibleso that the startup time is minimized. Otherwise
the startup time may dominate the communication time.
The optimum situation would be to send one long message
so that the latency is essentiallyhidden.
The previous argument motivates the need for message
bundling usingsendlists.A data structure is developedin
lations, an initial coarsegrid correction(no pre-smooths) which each processorhas a pointer array which contains
is performed at the first V-cycle. This initial correction the element and node numbers that are shared with anfurther improvesthe initial guessfrom the previousblock other processor. The order in which this information is
iterate,andconvergence
is improved[8].
to be placed into a messageis also stored. Thus, when a
Multigrid cycling schemessuchas the Full Approxima- vector is to be updated, a messagevector is filled in order
tion Scheme can be used on the full nonlinear problem. and sent to the appropriate processor.In turn, a message
Two alternative approachesare used here for the nonlin- is receivedfrom that processor.A pointer array indicates
ear problem. First, the multilevel solver is used only as which element and local node correspondsto which posithe linear system solver for the fine grid problem, which tion in the array, in the same way as for the messagewhich
is run to convergenceusing successive
approximationsand was sent. In this fashion all of the communication between
continuation. The secondapproach is a nested iteration adjacent processorscan be accomplishedusing one messcheme: The coarsestgrid problem is run to convergence sage each way, and messagelatency is minimized. There
on the full nonlinear problem, including continuation in is, however,some overheadin the packing and unpacking
the boundary voltage or Reynolds number. The solution phases.
is then projectedto the next finest grid and the problem on
In the present work we can use an element-type data
this grid level is then run to convergenceat the final volt- structure and recast all matrix-vector or projection operaage or Reynoldsnumber. This strategy is repeated until tions at the element level. This means that instead of adthe highest grid level is reached.
dressinga vector by its global node number, it is addressed
by its element and local node number. In addition, each
element has a pointer array which stores its neighbor ele3
Parallelization
ments and which nodes are shared with this neighbor. A
specificprocessorwill store information only for elements
Finite element methods divide a given problem domain
local to that processor.Elements are therefore addressed
into a union of elements for discrete solution.
Hence
by the number local to that processorrather than a global
schemesin which blocks of elements are operated on by
element number. The pointer array for neighbor infora processorand the processordecompositionfollowsele- mation includes the local element number and processor
ment boundariesprovide a natural way in which to paralnumber for neighboringelements. This format facilitates
lelizefiniteelementmethods[2, 3, 6, 7]. Adjacentelements parallel coding.
share nodes on the element interface, so the information
The formation of the matrix and RHS vector for finite
associatedwith thesenodesmay be storedon differentproelement methods is usually accomplishedby forming the
cessors.This information is updated during matrix-vector
local element matrices and vectors and summing them to
product or inner product operations.This meansthat mesget the global matrix and RHS as implied in the multisagesmust be passedbetweenprocessors
in orderto update
level formulation of the previous sections. However, in the
these values. The ratio of communication to computation
presentparallel algorithm we no longer form the global mais important becauseit can limit efficiency. The use of
trix and RHS, but leave them in element form. The matrix
high-p elements,which have more internal degreesof freeand RHS calculationphase is therefore completely paraldom, results in a higher computation to communication
lel. If the matrix is to be preconditionedusing a global
ratio.

exists a good initial guesson the fine grid. For this reason
only V-cycles are used as a multigrid cycling scheme.
The Jacobi smoother can generate oscillations in the
cross-wind direction for convection dominated problems.
The magnitude of these oscillationsis proportional to the
magnitudeof the residual. In order to minimizetheseoscil-

For a messagepassingparadigm, the time to senda messageis given by

(33)
where a is the startup time or latency, /• is the time per
byte for messagetransfer,and L,,• is the lengthof the messagein bytes. For transfersin whicha largeamountof data
is to be transferred,the key is to send as few messages
as

Jacobipreconditioner(diagonalscaling),then the diago-

nal elementsof the matrices may be assembledto find the
scalingfactor. This accumulationphase will involve communication acrossprocessorboundaries.

Iteration by point iterativemethods(Jacobi,SOR, etc.)
as a smootheror gradientmethods(CG, BCG, etc.) for
the coarsegrid solve involvesrepeated matrix-vector multiplications or dot products. Calculation of either one re-
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quires that the information on shared nodesbe updated.
For instance, to compute a matrix-vector product such as
*

(34)

Apup-- Vp

Bc is the Boolean(adjacencyor connectivity)matrix for
element e and relates local to global variables. Then

Ap= Z

leveland corresponding
to the globalmatrix M q'pin (21)
we have the element projection matrix M• 'p. Then the
element residual projection follows in a manner analogous

to (21) as

in theresidual
calculation
(21),wewriteu; = B,u; where

(35)

95

BT
eApB•
e

and
E

r• = M•'Pr;

Thus residual calculation and restriction take place on the
element level, without communication, and are completely
parallel operations. The prolongationto finer grid operates
on the error vector, which is the solution on the coarser
grid. This vector is stored in summed format, and hence
no updating is necessary.Therefore, prolongationcan also
take place on an element and is once again completely parallel.

E

ß = (E B•
Apup
TApB•)up
e ß= Z

(40)

BT
eApup

c:l

To summarize, the basic steps of the parallel algorith•n
for a two-level

scheme are:

E

:

1. Processorpartition. An element-by-elementpartition-

v

ing of the domainis made (contiguouselementblocks
are desirable). Sendlistsfor interprocessorcommuni-

Hence the calculation requireselement matrix-vector products that can be carried out independently in parallel.
Note that the solution vector is stored in summed form,
but

still

in element

format.

The

element

accumulation

in (36) requirescommunicationif the elementboundary
correspondsto a processorboundary. High-p elements,
which have more internal degreesof freedom, will result in
a higher ratio of computation to communication.
Hence we seethat when structured in this way, multilevel
methods are a natural extension of the parallel EBE solution of finite element problems using gradient or other iterative methods. Obviously the smoothing phase proceeds
as before with matrix-vector products updated across element boundaries. The issuesof the residual calculation,
restriction, and prolongation also need to be addressed.

For example,considerthe residualcalculationrp = bp-

ApUp.In the EBE structureweobtain
E

(37)

E

e=l

butB•u; = u; so(37)implies

(38)

E
T

e

e

e

• B[r; = •B• (bp-ApUp)
e=l

2. High-level smoothing iteration.

(a) For eachprocessorsubdomainin parallelcompute element matrix and vector contributions at every level and store elementwise

{A;}, {b;}, {A•}. {b•}.
(b) For k = 1, 2,..., K iterationscarry out relaxed
Jacobiiteration (or a similar scheme).This involves local element matrix-vector products with

element
solution
vectoriterate{u;} andcommunication between adjacent processorsfor element
nodes on an interprocessorboundary.
Residual computation and projection. For each ele-

ment in parallel, computeelementresiduals(level p)
the hierarchic basis this reduces to simply comput-

B•TApBeup
e *

e=l

E

are constructed.

andlocallyprojectto levelq to getresiduals
r•. For

E

T e_ •
• B•rp
• : • Bebp

cation

e:l

ingthe first•V• components
of the residual
for each
element

e.

Coarse grid solution. The coarsegrid system is solved
in parallel using an element-by-element generalized
conjugate gradient solver.

and we can use directly the element residuals

High-level update. The coarselevel correctionfor each
element is projected elementwiseto the higher level

(39)

added to the current p-level element iterate.

using(23) and thesep-levelelementcorrectionsare

rp •- bp- Apup

Note alsothat becausethe elementbasesare definedlocally
we can introduce a local change of basis at the element

6. Returnto Step2(b) and repeatthe cycleuntil the fine
grid iterate satisfiesa specifiedstoppingtest.
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Remark 1: In the above procedure all matrices and vec-

tors are generatedand storedelementwise.This permits a
more straightforwardparallel implementationand simpli-

for test functions wn, uh, vh vanishing on those harts of
the boundary where respectiveessentialdata is g: .en and
where

zero flux conditions

are taken

elsewhere.

Further

fies coding.
Remark 2: Additional level projectionsand smoothing
iterations 'an be included in the usual way.

detailsare givenin [8].

4

lems, the issueof gridding is critical for high-p elements.
A transition region must be usedbetween different doping
values, and at least one element must be in this region.
Otherwise, Gibbs-type oscillationsare set up in the interior of the element containing the discontinuity, resulting
in divergence.
The secondapplication is the stream function-vorticity
equations for incompressible Navier-Stokes flow in two
dimensions.
The steady state form of the equations is

Upon integration, three linear systems are obtained,
which are solvedsuccessivelywith a multilevel method using available solution iterates of the other field variables

[8]. Due to discontinuities
in the dopingC for theseprob-

Applications

The above method is now formulated for two nonlinear,
coupledtransport problems. The first test caseis the augmented drift-diffusion equations, which model the trans-

port of electronsand holes(carriers)in semiconductor
devices. The steady state, scaled form of the equations is

[4. 11. 15. 16]

A2/X½ = n-p--C'
(41)

V. (/•Vn-/•nV½)
=
•7 . (l_tp•7p
q-i_tpp•7tO)
=

R
R

xvhere •' is the electrostatic potential, n and p are car-

rier concentrations,/•

and /•p are mobilities, R is the

recombination-generationrate, C is the doping, and A is
the scaled Debye length. An augmented mobility model is

[8, 12, 13]
(42)

-•,A•+

u. V(

=

f

where 0 is the stream function, • is the vorticity, u is the
velocity, and f is the divergenceof the body force.
Following the procedure outlined above, the equations
are decoupled and discretized to obtain the variational
statement: For iterate k = 1, 2.3. ... find r•+l
H•
c

usedfor the carriermobilities[4].
Equations(41) are decoupled
iterativelyand successive
Hl(•) satisfyingthe essentialboundaryconditionsand
approximations
usedto solvethe nonlinearproblem[10]. such that

A linearized Newton step is used on the potential equa-

tion to facilitate convergence[8,
10]. The equationsare

+

then discretized using a spectral finite element method.
The approximate variational statement of the decoupled

problem
is:Foriteratek = 1,2,3,

)u) ad=
k k+l
w

find½k-•1,
T•q-1and

fwad

VwaH

pk+l
• ( H h(Ft)C H t (Ft)satisfying
the respective
essential
where vorticity boundary data is computed from the availboundary conditionsand suchthat

ablestream
function
iterate.Thenfind•'•+• • Ha(fi)

satisfying the essentialboundary conditions and such that

h

Sh •h dz

eH
Again, the line• systems arising from substitution of
the appropriate basis and integration are solved with a
multilevel scheme,and available solution iterates are used.
and

5

/]•p(• k+l
=f•Rv•
dxVv•
• Hh(f•)
--/o h

Results

The first test case is the augmenteddrift-diffusion equa-

tions. The examplechosenis an n+ - n - n+ diodewith

dopingof 5 x 1017and 2 x 10•5 in the n+ and n regions
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for convergenceof the decouplediterations. Hence. both
continuation in the applied bias and nested iteration are
used. The spikes in Figure 3 correspond to either a new
continuation step or the beginning of the solution on a finer
grid in a nested iteration step. Note that for both cases.
the nonlinear convergenceis not smooth early in the history, but becomessmoother at later nested iteration steps
and also later in the specific continuation or nested iteration cycle.
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Figure 1: Electrostatic potential. 1V bias
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Figure 2: Electron concentration. 1V bias

respectively.device length of .3/zm, active length of .ltzm,
and an applied bias of iV. Surface plots of the electrostatic potential and electron concentration are shown in
Figures 1 and 2. This solution was computed using a uniform 12 x 12 grid of 144 bicubic elements,and a multilevel
solver which used bilinear

elements

as the coarsest level.

A further study examined the performance of the nonlinear successiveapproximation scheme for different choices
of element degree. The convergencehistory of the nonlinear iterations is shown in Figure 3 for biquadratic and
biquintic elements. The graph showsthe L2 norm of the
residual of the electron transport linear system at each
block iteration. Experience has shown that for the drift-

diffusionproblem. a good initial iterate is very important

The convergenceof the multilevel method for the Lagrange and hierarchic basesis next considered. A comparison is given for both the potential and electron transport
equationsin Table 1. Here the tabulated valuescorrespond
to the fraction of the residual remaining at the end of the
V-cycle. Note that the residual reduction factor is very
good for the Lagrange basis for p < 6 in the potential
equation. but deteriorates at p = 6. The reduction factor
for the transport equation is not as good. as should be expected. and deteriorates as the basis degree is increased.
For a Lagrange basis and the multilevel scheme used. this
makes sense. The coarse level linear system is solved exactly, so the higher the basis degree, the further away it
is from an exact solution

since the intermediate

levels are

not solved exactly. The hierarchic basis reduction factors
exhibit the opposite trend with basis degree. This makes
sensesince the problem at intermediate and coarsegrids
doesn't begin with an initial guessof zero. Since the solution is nested. intermediate grids have a non-zero initial
guess,which is improved by the smoothing steps on intermediate grid levels.
The second example is the stream function-vorticity
equations applied to the driven cavity problem. The re-
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p

Lagrange Hierarchic
•
n
•
n

2

.07

.28

.53

.58

3

.07

.30

.49

.55

4

.17

.31

.52

.42

5

.17

.52

.51

.37

6

.69

.79

.49

.28

Table 1: Multilevel residual reduction factor for the augmented drift-diffusion problem
•
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Figure 5: Vorticity, Re = 100
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Figure 4: Stream function, Re = 100
locity of the top of the cavity is normalized to one and the
viscosity is chosenso that the Reynolds number of the flow

is 100. Contour plots for the stream function and vorticity
are shownin Figures 4 and 5. The solution was computed
using a uniform 16 x 16 grid of 1024 quadratic elements,
and a multilevel

solver which used bilinear

elements as the
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0.01

0.001

0.0001

coarsegrid.
le-05
The convergencehistory for the stream function linear
system is shown in Figure 6. Notice that the convergence
le-06
is smooth and that it asymptotesto a specificrate. The
50
100
150
200
250
;00
Block Iteration
rate is determined by the largest block relaxation which
givesconvergence.This relaxation is lower for the higher
degreeelements,and henceconvergenceis slower. Experi- Figure 6: Stream function convergencewith block iterations
encehas shownthat at this Reynoldsnumber continuation
is unnecessaryand more computationally expensive,as is
i

i

{

i

.

nested iteration.

The residual reduction factor for the stream function
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Speedupon Intel iPSC/860
,

Lagrange

Hierarchic

2

.20

.26

.23

.19

3

.17

.29

.19

.17

4

.38

.34

.19

.17

5

.49

.53

.10

.10

6

.70

.70

.07

.07

Table 2: Multilevel

residual reduction

factor for the stream

function-vorticity problem at Re = 100

equation and the vorticity transport equation are shown
in Table 2. Once again, the Lagrange basis exhibits a
steady deterioration of the reduction factor with degree
p for both equations. In this case the values are more
similar since the problem is not as convection-dominated.
The hierarchicbasisperformswell on this problem, with a
gradual reduction of the factor with basis degree.
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Figure 7: Speedup, stream function-vorticity, Re = 100,
Lagrangebasis

and hierarchic bases. Adaptive calculation of the relaxation parameter • allows use of simple point Jacobi relaxation as a multilevel smoother, even for high-p elements. Nested iteration has proven to be an efficient solution method for the augmented drift-diffusion problem,
basisused in both instances. The processordecomposition reducing the number of fine grid nonlinear iterations sigis performed by ordering the elements in the square do- nificantly. Extension of the multilevel scheme to include
main naturally and distributing them to the processorsin
additional smoothers,especiallygradient solvers,may furorder.i.e. the first •Np elements
goto the firstprocessorther improve efficiency.

Figure 7 showsthe speedupon the Intel iPSC/860 hypercube for the stream function-vorticity problem. The
speedupsare presented for a grid of 1024 quadratic elements and a grid of 64 quintic elements,with a Lagrange

and so on, with _N•the number of elementsand Np the
In an element-by-element scheme, multilevel methods
number of processors. The speedup for less than 16 pro- are easily parallelizable, with very good speedupsif the
cessorsis very good, with a parallel efficiencyof .83 for 8
problem size per processoris moderate. Use of very
processors. The deterioration of performance above this high-degreeelements,problemswith multiple degrees-oflevel is due to the smaller problem sizeson each processor, freedom per node, or three-dimensionalproblems may exmeaning the communication-computationratio is larger. tend this parallel performance down to decompositions
The speedupsare similar since the p = 5 case has fewer which have only one element per processor.

gridpoints(smallerproblemsize). For the samenumberof
elements as for the p = 2 case, the speedupwill obviously
be better.

7
6

Conclusions

Spectral elementshave proven to be a practical discretization technique for both the augmenteddrift-diffusion and
stream function-vorticity problems. However, care must
be taken in the augmented drift-diffusion problem with
the placement of the elements. At least one element must
lie in a transition region between different doping values,
or the solution divergesdue to Gibbs-type oscillations.
Spectral multilevel is an effectivepreconditionerfor the
high-p systemsfor both applicationsand both Lagrange
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